We discuss training techniques, objectives and metrics toward mass personalization of deep learning models. In machine learning, personalization refers to the fact that every trained model should be targeted towards an individual by optimizing one or several performance metrics and often obeying additional constraints. We investigate three methods for personalized training of neural networks. They constitute three forms of curriculum learning. The methods are partially inspired by the "shaping" concept from psychology. Interestingly, we discover that extensive exposure to a limited set of training data in terms of class diversity early in the training can lead to an irreversible reduction of the capability of a network to learn from more diverse training data. This is in close alignment with existing theories in human development. In contrast, training on a small data set covering all classes early in the training can lead to better performance.
Introduction
Personalization is a well-established and important topic in computer science and cognitive sciences (Fan and Poole 2006) with many applications, eg. in recommender systems (Zhang and Chen 2018) , web personalization (Rossi, Schwabe, and Guimarães 2001) and personal assistants (Sarikaya 2017) . Deep learning has also been using personalization techniques, for providing higher predictive quality. A successful example are the highly personalized speech recognition models on people's mobile phones, which led to more accurate speech-to-text transcriptions. Here, we initiate a systematic study of personalization in deep learning, presenting learning techniques, objectives and evaluation metrics. Personalization of machine learning models in general may have multiple, partially conflicting objectives, eg. for optimizing performance ("How well does the system perform with regards to data of the individual and in general?") and non-task related measures such as privacy and fairness. For example, a speech or character recognition system of a personal assistant might primarily classify data of a single user. It might be more important to recognize well characters of that user than of others. While many goals arise naturally, a conceptualization in terms of objectives and metrics for assessment has been missing. One contribution of this paper is to work towards closing this gap. We also develop algorithms that allow personalization of deep learning methods for classification tasks. Personalization is done by using a different (training) dataset for each individual in combination with a (larger) global dataset shared among all individuals. We assume that the training data provides valuable information beyond the individual's preferred decisions (outputs). In particular, an individual might be more familiar with her data. For example, in an image recognition setting, an individual might provide classification examples of objects she has seen herself. The personalized system might also primarily be utilized with data of an individual, ie. such as handwritten characters or speech. This setting is illustrated in Figure 1 . The figure highlights that personalized systems might learn features that are only (or more strongly) found in the training data of an individual. Our methods are influenced by the concept of shaping from psychology (Peterson 2004) . Shaping, in the context of psychology, is the process of strengthening a behavior through punishment and reinforcement. In our case, we shape the features of a network. That is, we aim at personalization by increased exposure (or weighing of) data of an individual. For a neural network we perform "early" (or "late") shaping, where we train a network in the initial (or final) phases of training exclusively with data of an individual. Late shaping is also known as transfer learning (Bengio 2012) or fine-tuning. We also investigate a form of sample weighing by intertwining training on data from the individual and (global) training data. The three forms of shaping, illustrated in Figure 2 , can also be combined. We consider two complementary dimensions for how differences of individuals manifest in the data: class counts variation and hidden factors variation. We discover that there are significant differences between these two cases. For example, for variation in class counts, we observe that early shaping, ie. exposure to data of limited diversity in the initial phase of the training process, can lead to irreversible performance degradation. That is, even if a more diverse training data set is used over a prolonged period of time later on, the negative effects on performance due to extensive early shaping remain present. This is similar to findings for children in orphanages (Nelson 2014) . It has been shown that prolonged periods of limited interaction with toddlers, ie. a deprivation of a rich set of stimuli, results in a reduction of IQ even in their early childhood. This holds even if they are adopted at an early age and grow up in foster homes. As for humans, the impact is modest, but statistically significant. Our contributions are:
• Formally introducing the task of personalization in deep learning, including objectives, metrics and data characteristics.
• Proposing two methods for personalization, namely early shaping and sample weighing.
• Evaluating our methods and transfer learning, leading to findings aligned with human learning.
Definitions and Problem Description
We focus on classification for a set S of individuals. Each individual I ∈ S provides a dataset D I . The union of all |S| datasets is termed D S := {D I |I ∈ S}. A dataset D I of an individual I consists of inputs X and labels y, ie. D I := (X, y). Additionally, we assume that we are given a general dataset D G that can be used for training. This dataset might be the union of datasets from individuals, ie. D G = D S . However, generally due to privacy reasons, it cannot be assumed that the dataset of each individual can also be used for the training of models of other users. Furthermore, the data from individuals might be biased or it might not be of large quantity or high quality, eg. contain many mis-classifications, and, thus, additional processing of this data or data from other sources might be required. We assume that input samples X from each D I and D G are drawn from the same space R. We assume that both contain the same classes C, but some datasets in D S might not contain samples from all classes C. Each dataset With respect to the training of deep learning models we use standard conventions but require a few clarifications of terms. We assume that the network parameters are altered using gradient descent based on batches, ie. a batch is a small set of randomly chosen samples. In our algorithms, all samples of a batch are chosen entirely from either D I or D G .
Objectives and Metrics of Mass Personalization
The purpose of personalization is to obtain a model tailored to each individual by maximizing performance metrics. We initiate a systematic investigation of the objectives involved in mass personalization. We focus on deriving objectives that fall into four categories: (1) Performance on the task at hand, (2) Interpretability, (3) Legal and ethical objectives, (4) Computational and storage resources. This choice is deliberate. We seek to personalize a given task, eg. image recognition, using training data of an individual that might contain a rich set of information on the individual. It impacts implicitly the way the trained model makes decisions. This is in contrast to personalizing by letting a user explicitly adjust the values of a few settings, as is done for many physical (and digital) products. Legal and ethical concerns as well as interpretability have gained in relevance due to legislation such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), granting privacy rights and the right to explanation of decisions by machine learning models to individuals.
(1) Task performance:
Personalized-data performance: The system should derive the same decisions as specified by the individual, potentially even, if these decisions are non-optimal with respect to performance metrics on a global dataset, serving as ground truth. That is to say, that an individual's training data might differ strongly from the global training data or of data of other individuals, eg. since the individual systematically misclassifies examples for one class. As metric for our classification task, we use the classification accuracy acc(D I ) on a test set of D I (or as commonly reported on a validation set). The error on the entire population of all individuals, ie. the datasets in D S is the mean of the accuracy of all datasets, ie.
Global-data performance: This refers to performance for the task at hand in general as judged objectively rather than based on data from an individual. That is, data of any individual is deemed irrelevant in computing the task performance. A large global dataset D G that could be the consensus of multiple people or underlie objective and accurate measurements might be used as ground truth. As metric, we use the classification accuracy acc(D G ).
(2) Interpretability: Interpretability is defined as the degree to which an explanation is human understandable (Guidotti et al. 2018) . A personalized system should be more interpretable than a non-personalized system. Since currently, there are no established metrics (Guidotti et al. 2018; Schneider and Handali 2019) , we also do not aim to quantify interpretability.
(3) Legal and ethical objectives: Fairness: Fairness refers to the degree to which treatment is egalitarian (Binns 2017; Kusner et al. 2017) . While the notion of fairness is not single-faceted, a possible goal is to train networks which achieve comparable performance for each individual. That is to say, the machine learning system should personalize (close to) equally well on data from all individuals. In practice, this means that variances in performance metrics across individuals might only be tolerable up to some extent and primarily if they do not originate from the method, but are inherent due to differences in the training data. For instance, assume data of an individual and the global (shared) data only differ in the decision (ie. both have the same inputs). Then, adjusting decisions towards those of an badly judging individual that shows large differences to the global data will likely worsen the performance on the global dataset. Generally, domain expertise might be necessary in order to judge whether variances between individuals can be considered fair. As metric, we advocate that for any performance metric involving individuals, e.g. err(D G ), standard deviation and spread should also be reported, ie. the best and worst performance of an individual. Using the minimum and maximum is motivated by the fact that legislation has entered the field of AI through the GDPR, such as the right to explanation. Since it grants rights to individuals, the method should also deliver adequate explanations to all individuals. Thus, the worst performance observed in the dataset should still be compliant with regulation. Large spread is an indicator of low fairness. More complex methods from fairness in machine learning (Kusner et al. 2017 ) might also be adapted. Privacy: Privacy is the degree to which data on an individual is collected, stored and used (Schneider and Handali 2019) . Privacy is a key concern if information could become available to adversaries, ie. malicious parties.
One challenge in privacy is data sharing during training as discussed in (Shokri and Shmatikov 2015) , e.g. the goal might be to train a model using data from multiple data sources, each of which is confidential. Deep learning models have huge capacity, ie. many parameters that might encode different aspects of training data -even down to individual examples. Such concerns have also been addressed (Abadi et al. 2016 ). In our personalization setting, a personalized model might adjust even more to data of an individual. Therefore, keeping the model private might be as important as keeping the data private. We do not incorporate privacy to compare our models, since our models only differ in the way of training, but not in the capacity or the data required by an individual.
(4) Computational and storage resources: Personalization increases costs, because decisions and their computation differ from individual to individual. Models might be trained from scratch for each individual rather than using a single model. Models must also be stored and inferences for samples must be made on a per-model basis.
Since machine learning techniques such as deep learning have high computational demands, minimizing these demands is an important concern. In our setting, inference time and storage usage is identical among all forms of shaping, since we do not have any layer sharing, but there are differences in training times t train . We use the ratio of the training time of one model for one individual compared to the baseline, ie. r train := ttrain of individual model ttrain of baseline model
The above objectives might be conflicting and require trade-offs, eg. between task-data and personalized-data performance. In fact, it seems possible that the machine learning model is encouraged to learn or adjust representations that are overfitting the data of the individual. For privacy and fairness, in a commercial setting the goal might be to simply meet basic minimum requirements in order not to be in conflict with the law. Both privacy and fairness aspects might negatively impact task performance. In general, machine learning benefits from more computation, as such reducing computational resources conflicts with performance goals.
Here, we focus on the goal to maximize classification accuracy on one's dataset D I , while ensuring a minimum performance level on the general dataset D G . Additionally, we aim to fulfill constraints related to other objectives.
Personalizing deep learning models
Our approach is to alter the outcome of the training process of a deep learning model through curriculum learning. In this process, we change the frequency (and thereby relevance) of data of an individual used throughout the training process. Due to increased exposure to the data of an individual, the learning process will push the features learnt by the network to resemble more closely patterns found in the data of the individual as highlighted earlier in Figure 2 . Our strategies for curriculum learning are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Early shaping
Early shaping refers to training a deep learning model to become more personal early in the training process. While it is well-known that for human brains, ie. biological neural networks, experiences in early childhood, in particular extreme forms such as traumas, might have an impact throughout the entire life-time of an individual, in a deep learning context this is less evident. Deep learning suffers from "catastrophic forgetting", meaning that learnt knowledge that is still valuable is forgotten in the process of continuous learning, e.g. (Kirkpatrick et al. 2017 ). As such, it is unclear, whether training in later phases might not undo the initial shaping. On the other hand, the success of training relies on initial conditions , ie. proper random initializations. Therefore, it might be problematic to reduce the degree of randomness due to strong adjustments towards a dataset of individuals, before the learning on the general dataset D G takes place. This holds in particular, since the dataset of the individual D I might not cover many relevant factors found in the general dataset D G , increasing the risk for overfitting to D I that might not be reversible. In this paper, we adopt an extreme form of early shaping. That is, we train a model using the data D I of an individual only for a limited timespan before proceeding to train on D G . Unfortunately, determining the right amount of training on D I is non-trivial. Training for few epochs might not lead to a significant degree of shaping, ie. later training epochs (using data not from the individual) might undo the small changes done by initial shaping. Training for many epochs appears to be the more viable option, in particular since training of deep learning networks for too long does not show very strong adverse effects due to excessive training if adequate regularization is in-place. That is to say, overfitting can be a relevant problem, but is often not a key concern. In contrast, we observed that training for too long on a small data set might lead to effects that might not be reversible. The result might be bad performance as hypothesized earlier in the paragraph. We shall discuss this phenomenon in more detail in our experiments section. An implementation of early shaping and the other two methods shown in Figure 2 and described next, is shown in Algorithm 1.
Sample weighing
Data on the individual should have a strong influence on the model. This can be achieved by more exposure to the data of an individual throughout the entire training process. The idea of sample weighing is to train on the dataset D G and to take every n I -th (for n I > 1) batch from the data of the individual D I rather than D G , so that examples from D I occur more frequently than those in D G . The parameter n I controls the influence of data D I on the network. We also allow n I < 1. In this case, the exposure to D I is even larger, ie. all but every 1/n I -th batch stems from D I . For deep learning, other options with similar effect are to increase the learning rate for batches from D I , while not exposing them more frequently. However, using very large learning rates is known to be a risk factor for non-convergence of deep learning networks. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1. Note that as stated in the algorithm, the number of iterations n iter per epoch is only sufficient to consider each sample in D G once. Thus, for the chosen parameter n I = 2 only half the samples in D G are considered per epoch, while data from D I might be used multiple times for training.
1: {Early shaping (ES)} 2: nES := 100 {Iterations to train on DI } 3: for i ∈ [1, nES]: Train network N on batch from DI 4: Train network N on DG 5: {Sample weighing (SW)} 6: nS := 100 {Epochs to train on DI ∪ DG} 7: nI := 2 {Periodicity with which a batch is drawn from DI with nI > 0} 8: niter := |D G | batchSize {Iterations per epoch} 9: for i ∈ [1, nS] do 10:
for j ∈ [1, niter] do 11:
if (j mod nI = 0 ∧ nI ≥ 1) ∨ (j mod 1/nI = 0 ∧ nI < 1) then Train N on batch from DI 12:
else Train network N on batch from DG 13: end for 14: end for 
Transfer learning
Late shaping (or transfer learning) refers to the idea that a trained model is updated using data from a different distribution. Transfer learning is appealing, since it is potentially faster, ie. it is not necessary to train the model from scratch for each user. A model can be trained for all users, ie. based on the dataset D G . The trained model can be adjusted to each user with a relatively short amount of training using the data D I of the individual only. As for early shaping, training for too long might have adverse effects, eg. due to "catastrophic forgetting" or overfitting. Thus, some care is needed to limit the impact of transfer learning. The influence of the data of the individual D I is controllable with the number of iterations n T L on the individual data D I as shown in Algorithm 1.
Evaluation
We evaluate the three proposed methods using multiple datasets for classification by computing several metrics, quantifying to what extent they have reached their objectives.
Experiments
The purpose of our experiments was to assess, which of the proposed methods is most suitable under variation among individual data due to class counts and hidden factors (Figure 3) . Thus, we evaluate each method for various parameter settings on both scenarios.
Datasets
We used two datasets, ie. one for each source of variation of individuals. For both datasets, we employed 50 users, ie. |S| = 50, and used additionally a dataset of 30000 samples not in any dataset D I ∈ D S , ie. |D G | = 30000.
• Hidden Factors Variation: We utilize the NIST Special Database 19 that contains handwritten characters. 1 The frequently used MNIST dataset (LeCun et al. 1998) for digits 0 to 9 is a subset of it. We also focused on digits. The dataset contains a total of more than 300.000 digits from more than 4000 users each of size 128 x 128. For computational reasons, we cropped a patch of 32x32, which was sufficient to cover the digits in their entirety for almost all cases. A user contributed on average 103 digits. To have more data per user and since character recognition on MNIST is considered easy with simple networks achiving above 99% test accuracy, we added the horizontally and vertically flipped images as separate classes, giving a total of 30 classes. Thus, on average an individual has 309 samples that constitute the data D I . Handwriting varies across people but typically shows some consistency for different samples of the same individual, eg. with respect to curvature, jittering etc. (as obsverable in Figure  3) . A person is also very familiar with her own handwriting and her personal assistant might primarily focus on detecting handwriting of her As such it seems reasonable to use this data to personalize.
• Class Counts Variation: We used the Fashion-MNIST dataset (Xiao, Rasul, and Vollgraf 2017) . It consists of 60000 grayscale images of shape 28x28 (that we resized to 32x32) showing fashion items of 10 classes, such as shoes and T-shirts. We assume that an individual is most familiar with one of the 10 categories, eg. T-shirts, and somewhat familiar with three more, the other six are unknown or irrelevant to her. A dataset D I is constructed by choosing randomly 200 samples from one category and 33 from three more categories given a total of 299 samples per individual. 
Setup
For experiments, we used a VGG-style network depicted in Table 1 (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014). We did not employ any data augmentation. For each individual dataset D I and the dataset D G , we used 70% for training and 30% as validation data. We used SGD with momentum and a batch size of 128. We used L2-regularization with parameter 0.001. We trained for 100 epochs on D G (and D I for sample weighing) decaying the initial learning rate of 0.03 by 0.316 after epoch 65. We found the number of epochs to be more than sufficient to ensure convergence for all shaping methods. For transfer learning we used a fixed learning rate, ie. the decayed learning rate of 0.01, which was sufficient to have a strong impact. We trained three models per user for a baseline method and for each of the three shaping methods and their parameter configurations, yielding a total of 2100 trained models. The baseline method was trained on the union of D G and data of one individual D I . Adding an individual is necessary so that all shaping methods and the baseline method have the same number of different training samples. For the baseline the evaluation was carried out using data from another individual D I , ie.
Results
The results for class counts and hidden factors variation among individuals are shown in Table 2 . The baseline, ie. no personalization is shown in the top row. We also conducted statistical significance tests to assess whether differences in metrics are meaningful. We abbreviate statistically significant at level α as "sig< α" if a t-test gave a p-value less than α. Generally, one can observe that no method outperforms across all evaluation criteria and scenarios. Performance for data with varying class counts: As expected the baseline performance is better than all methods (sig<1e-5 compared to second best) on the global data, but worse on data of individuals (for some methods with sig<1e-5). This highlights the trade-off of the shaping methods, ie. improvements in personalized performance might come at the price of task performance. This trade-off is controllable by the exposure to individual data of the shaping methods. Sample-weighing (SW) achieves better trade-offs than Early Shaping (ES), ie. it is only slightly worse for task perf. (sig<.1) but clearly better on pers. perf. (sig<1e-5). ES also has a task perf. clearly worse than the baseline (sig<1e-5). This highlights that limited diversity of classes early in the training leads to worse overall performance, ie. the early shaping is not fully reversible. TL allows for large gains in pers. perf. at the cost of task perf. While both TL and SW suffer from reduced task perf., SW seems to be the preferred choice, since a similar pers. perf. as TL can be achieved by SW with 8% larger task perf. Performance for data with shared hidden factors: Interestingly, the baseline is not performing best on the global data. ES performs best (sig<.001). This indicates that initial training with a small dataset can actually improve performance, if the dataset covers all classes. ES with 500 iterations achieves essentially the same performance as ES with 5000 iterations. When comparing TL and SW the winner seems to be SW, since it is clearly better at the task (sig<1e-5), while the difference on the pers. perf. is fairly small. Fairness and computational resources: Interestingly, on the individual datasets there are fewer differences in performance when using personalization (ie. TL or SW), when comparing the standard deviation (and also the min-max spread, ie. maximum-minimum). Thus, one might conclude that personalization leads to fairer results, when the models are used only on data of individuals. However, on the general dataset the opposite holds (for TL and SW), ie. the baseline has lower standard deviation and also lower min-max spread. For computational resources, TL is most efficient, since on average per user it requires only a small fraction of the overall training effort of the baseline method. While ES and SW both require the same effort.
Related Work
Personalization: Personalization has been studied in multiple areas, eg. in cognitive sciences and information systems (Fan and Poole 2006) . Personalization using machine learning occurs in contexts such as recommender systems (Cheng et al. 2016; Zhang and Chen 2018) or the web (Chen and Chau 2004) . Recommender systems implicitly aim at learning features that correlate with users to provide recommendations based on data of the users. As such they are "inherently" personal. Personalization of machine learning itself includes works on interactive machine learning (Amershi et al. 2014) , where the goal is to improve a machine learning model in an iterative manner involving humans.A conceptualization of personalization in machine learning focusing on explanations without any implementation is given in (Schneider and Handali 2019) . Goals of machine learning: Research objectives in machine learning have been categorized into task-oriented studies (improve performance for a given set of tasks), theoretical analysis (mathematical characterization of learning algorithms independent of actual applications) and cognitive simulation (investigation and simulation of human learning) (Mitchell, Michalski, and Carbonell 2013) . Here, we focus on task-orientation. Task-oriented metrics are fairly diverse ranging from optimizing performance metrics such as accuracy to minimizing the amount of computation for evaluation (or training), eg. aiming at energy efficiency of models (Schneider, Basalla, and Seidel 2019) , auto-encoding, eg. data compression or embeddings (Mikolov et al. 2013 ), on to obtaining explainable models (Schneider and Handali 2019) . Small sample learning and transfer learning: Our methodology has roots in several areas of machine learning, ie. small sample learning (Shu, Xu, and Meng 2018) , transfer learning (Bengio 2012; Zhang 2019 ) and curriculum learning (Bengio et al. 2009 ). Our work also leverages insights from psychology, ie. conditioning of humans (Peterson 2004) . Small sample learning (Shu, Xu, and Meng 2018) deals with the problem of learning a model using a limited amount of data. Common strategies include data augmentation, using knowledge from other domains (Ramachandram and Taylor 2017), transfer learning (Bengio 2012) , or prior knowledge on concepts (Stewart and Ermon 2017). Transfer learning (Bengio 2012) aims at using existing parts such as features of a trained model for another model aimed at a different problem. Essentially, the idea is to maintain some or all layers of a neural network and fine-tune the network by additional training using a small data set. Other strategies also involve increasing the network capacity (both in terms of number of neurons per layer as well as layers) (Wang, Ramanan, and Hebert 2017 .02 Table 2 : Results for shaping methods for different types of data variation as a form of transfer learning (or fine-tuning), since we take an existing network and adjust it for personalization using data of an individual. Weighing of training samples is often done to account for differences in distributions, eg. covariate shift (Huang et al. 2007 ) for training and test data distributions. In contrast, to these works, our objective and setting are different. First, we assume homogeneous data, ie. the data samples of an individual might be contained in the shared global dataset or the global dataset might contain very similar training samples. Thus, compared to classical transfer learning, the expected changes to a model due to transfer learning in our context are more subtle.While sample reweighing is common to address covariate shift (Huang et al. 2007 ), we do not face covarite shift, as we have knowledge of the distribution of test data. However, ideas from these techniques are still valuable. Second, we do not aim to maximize performance on the data of an individual only, but we strike for a balance between performance on both datasets, though potentially with higher preference for the dataset of an individual. Deep learning suffers from "catastrophic forgetting": learnt representation are forgotten in the course of continuous learning, eg. (Kirkpatrick et al. 2017) . This is a particular concern for our work, ie. we might train on the dataset of an individual and later on another general dataset or the other way around. There are attempts to remedy "catastrophic forgetting", eg. (Kirkpatrick et al. 2017 ). Approaches such as (Kirkpatrick et al. 2017 ) rely on reducing the plasticity of the network by fixing or reducing the tolerable updates to learnt representations. These ideas can also be valuable in our context. However, they have to be applied with great care, because they might conflict with the intention to alter representations based on data of an individual. Curriculum learning: It is known that the ordering of training data influences representations, ie. features, learnt by a neural network (Bengio et al. 2009; Graves et al. ; Misra et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2014) . Typically, the goal of curriculum learning (Bengio et al. 2009 ), ie. adjusting the ordering of training data, is to optimize efficiency of the learning process as well as quality of representations. For example, it can be beneficial to start training using easy examples moving towards more difficult samples while also considering diversity of samples (Jiang et al. 2014 ).
Conclusions
We established multiple foundations for mass personalization of machine learning. This included the clarification of objectives, derivation of suitable metrics for the objectives and scenarios for evaluation.
In particular, we evaluated and expanded the idea of "shaping" that allows to obtain personalized deep learning networks. While there are significant differences between the methods and the baseline, our evaluation also showed that no method clearly outperforms all others on all scenarios and metrics. However, the sample weighing approach seems to offer the best trade-offs in terms of accuracy, while transfer learning strikes through little training effort.
Interestingly, we observed an effect for neural networks also observed in humans. That is, limit breadth of training samples during early training can negatively impact overall performance in an irreversible manner like a limited set of experiences during early development can do for humans.
